
DESCRIPTION
Chalk E�ect spray paint that creates an even, ultra-matte finish 
to transform your furniture and all decorative objects. Ideal for 
wooden surfaces but also metal, stone, ceramics and marble.

- Extreme coverage. 
- Matte e�ect.
- With 2 actuators for small or big surfaces.
- Fast drying.
- Doesn’t drip 
- Easily sandable 
- Easy to apply and recoat.
- Does not contain lead.
- Very good resistance to the sun and rain.
- Rust preventative.
- Excellent elasticity.
 

General Instructions for spray paints: 
Shake the container at least 3 minutes after you hear the ball 
mixer. Before the first use spray it in the air for 3-4 seconds to 
remove any condensed color. After Use hold the aerosol upside 
down and press the actuator for 2-3 seconds to clean the valve. 
If the nozzle is blocked, replace it with a new one. Use outdoors 
or in a well-ventilated area such as an open garage. Use when 
temperature is between 10-32οC and humidity is below 65% to 
ensure proper drying. Do not use on objects that may exceed 
90οC surface temperature. Storage 10-30οC. 
Specific Instructions for Chalk E�ect:
1. Choose a well-ventilated area and place the object you want to 
paint over a nylon protection sheet. 
2. Ensure that the object you want to paint is clean, dry and free 
of loose spots or grease. 
3. Old wooden furniture may have been polished with wax. If so, 
use a wire sponge with white spirit to clean it before painting. 
For painted wood ideally sand it before painting it with a P180 
sandpaper. 
4. Mask areas that you do not want to be painted with a paper 
tape. 
5. Apply two coats of the Chalk E�ect with relatively quick 
movements at a distance of 10-15 cm. Paint first vertically and 
then horizontally (this is one coat). Wait 10 minutes 
before painting the next coat. 
6. For small objects or areas that need detailed painting, use the 
white nozzle (from a distance of 10cm) that you will find on the 
package. For larger surfaces and high speed use the black nozzle 
(from a distance of 15cm) 
7. The result of the above steps will be a luxurious and uniform 
matte surface. If you want to add the e�ect of natural wear, 1 hour 
after painting use a fine sandpaper P180- 220 and gently rub the 
colored areas you want to remove, exposing the bare wood -this 
usually works best on the edges and corners. 
8. You can also use 2 di�erent colors, a light base color (Chalk 
E�ect Pure White) and a second color on top. When you rub the 
exterior paint instead of wood the base color will be revealed. 
9. The Chalk E�ect series gives a permanent e�ect that lasts over 
time. For even more durability, use the Chalk Varnish matte varnish 
from the Chalk E�ect series.

Viscosity: 18-25 sec (Flow Cup DIN4, 20οC)
Density: 0.80 – 0.85 kg/L (Density  Cup  100cm3/
20oC, ASTM D–1475) 
Solids: 23-26% 
Flash Point: -104 oC (based on propellant)
Available Colours: 14 shades according CL Chalk color index
Drying time: Touch (20°C, Humidity<65%): 5-10min. | Through 
dry (20°C, Humidity <65%) : 1h. | Maximum hardness: 24 hours
Coverage: 4m2 / 400ml 
Gloss: 2-4(60ο) 
Can Pressure: 4bar (20 οC) , 8 bar (50 οC) 
Contents: 400ml
Shelf life: minimum 5 years.
VOC content: 620 g/L
After Use: Spray holding the can inverted for 3’’. | Clean the 
caps with solvent.
Storage: 5-35οC. Do not put in vehicles. 
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2 Caps

CAP SYSTEM

Black Cap
For large surfaces

White Cap
For small surfaces

CAUTION


